We present in this paper an algorithm allowing an efficient computation of the tightest DBM over-approximation of the state space of preemptive systems modeled by using Time Petri Nets with inhibitor arcs. First of all, we propose an algorithm that reduces the effort of computing the tightest DBM over-approximated graph. For this effect, each class of this graph is expressed as a pair (M, D), where M is a marking and D is the system of all DBM inequalities even the redundant ones. We thereby make it possible to compute the system D straightforwardly in its normal form, without requiring to compute the intermediary polyhedra. Hence, we succeed to remove the errors reported in the implementation of other DBM approximations. Then we show that by relaxing a bit in the precision of the DBM approximation, we can achieve to construct more compact graphs while reducing still more the cost of their computation. We provide for this abstraction a suitable equivalence relation that contract yet more the graphs. The experimental results comparing the defined constructions with other approaches are reported.
Introduction
Nowadays, real-time systems are becoming more and more complex and are often critical. Therefore, their verification has to be performed thoroughly in order to prove the correctness of their behaviors. These systems consist of several tasks that are interacting and sharing one or more resources (e.g processors, memory). Hence, the problem is to determine, for instance, whether these actions can be scheduled in such a way that their constraints are satisfied.
Furthermore, the correctness proofs of such systems are demanding much theory regarding their increasing complexity. We may need, for instance, to consider formal models requiring the specification of time preemption; concept where execution of a task may be stopped for a while and later resumed at the same point. This notion of suspension requires to extend the semantics of timed clocks in order to handle such behaviors. For this effect, Cassez et al have introduced the stopwatch mechanism [10] and hence many models have been defined, as for instance, hybrid automata (LHA) [2] and stopwatch automata (SW A) [10] . Time Petri nets (T P N ) have also been considered in several works including Preemptive-T P N [7] , Stopwatch-TPN [5] , Inhibitor-TPN [15] , and Scheduling-T P N [13] .
The verification of qualitative and quantitative properties of such a system on its formal description involves the investigation of a part of or the whole set of its reachable states that determines its state space. As the state space is generally infinite due to dense time semantics, we need therefore to compute finite abstractions of it, that preserve properties of interest. In these abstractions, states are grouped together, in order to obtain a finite number of these groups. These groups of states are, for instance, regions and zones for timed automata, or state classes [4] for time Petri nets. Hence, the states pertaining to each group can be described by a system of linear inequalities, noted D, whose set of solutions determines the state space of the group. Hence, if the model does not use any stopwatch, then D is of a particular form, called DBM (Difference Bound Matrix) [8] . However, when using stopwatches, the system D becomes more complex and does not fit anymore into a DBM . In actual fact, D takes a general polyhedral form whose canonical form [1] is given as a conjunction of two subsystems D = D ∧ D, where D is a DBM system and D is a polyhedral system that cannot be encoded with DBMs.
The major shortcoming of manipulating polyhedra is the performance loss in terms of computation speed and memory usage. Indeed, the complexity of solving a general polyhedral system is exponential in the worst case, while it is polynomial for a DBM system. Furthermore, the reachability is proved to be undecidable for both SWA and LHA [10] [2] [11] , as well as for T P N extended with stopwatches [5] even when the net is bounded. As a consequence, the finiteness of the graph cannot be guaranteed.
In order to speed up the state space computation, an idea is to leave out the subsystem D, to keep only the system D approximating thus the space of D to the DBM containing it, see [7] [15] for details. The obvious consequence of the overapproximation is that we add states in the computed group that are not reachable indeed. However, this could prevent the graph computation to terminate, by making the number of computed markings unbounded. Conversely, this can also make the computation of the approximated graph terminate by cutting off the polyhedral inequalities that prevent the convergence. It is noteworthy that since the resulted graph encompasses the exact one, only a subset of properties of interest are preserved.
In order to perform efficiently the exact analysis of the over-approximated graph, Bucci et al [7] have proposed to use the DBM over-approximation as a pre-computing before cleaning up the graph from its additional sequences that have been added due to over-approximation. This is done by constraining each sequence reachable in the over-approximated graph by a linear system that reproduces the original timing constraints of the model. Hence, if there is no solution that makes the sequence be firable according to the time constraints of the system, then the sequence has been introduced by the over-approximation and can be cleared up, otherwise the solution set makes it possible to determine the feasible timings of this sequence.
Furthermore, in order to settle a compromise between both techniques, a hybrid approach has been proposed by Roux et al [14] . The latter puts forward a sufficient condition that determines the cases where the subsystem D becomes redundant in D. Hence, the combination of both DBM and polyhedral representations makes it possible to build the exact state class graph faster and with lower expenses in terms of memory usage comparatively to the polyhedra based approach [13] . More recently, Berthomieu et al have proposed an over-approximation method based on a quantization of the polyhedral system D [5] . The latter approach ends in the exact computation of the graph in almost all cases faster than the hybrid approach [14] . Nevertheless, this technique is more costly in terms of computation time and memory usage comparatively to DBM over-approximation although it yields much precise graphs.
We consider in this paper real time preemptive systems modeled by using IT P N (Time Petri Nets with inhibitor arcs) [15] . This model extends T P N with inhibitor arcs to control the progression and the suspension of stopwatches.
First of all, we propose a new algorithm to compute the tightest DBM overapproximation of the state class graph of preemptive systems. For this effect, we express each class, noted E, of the approximated graph as a pair (M, D) where M is a marking and D is the system of all DBM constraints, even the redundant ones. We show that by maintaining a complete representation of D and avoiding to compute its minimal form, we achieve to define an efficient algorithm that computes a normalized class in a square time in the number of enabled transitions. Besides, we prove that the systems D and D are equivalent; this ensures that D is the tightest DBM over-approximation that one can derive from D. Unlike the other approaches [15] [7] , our algorithm avoids the computation of the intermediary polyhedra D. We thereby avoid its computation and its manipulation and remove all the costs induced by the derivation of the normal form, even the minimal form of D. This allows to improve significantly the calculation of a class, and to remove the drawbacks that stand in the implementation of other DBM over-approximations.
In the second part of the paper, we propose another abstraction of the state space of an IT P N . We show that by relaxing a bit in the precision of the constraints of the system D, we can compute smaller graphs with a minimal cost. However, although this abstraction is less precise than the former, it preserves all the firing sequences of the model and may be sufficient to model check the properties of the IT P N . To improve once more this construction, we provide a suitable equivalence relation that contracts the size of the resulted graphs while reducing the effort of their computation. For this effect, we show that for specific transitions, the computation of their firing distances can be useless, and we prove that the equality between these distances is not required in the class equivalence test. This result is important since it makes it possible to gather in a same node unequal classes that are indeed bisimilar. This contraction leads to an efficient construction of DBM approximated graphs that can be in certain cases more appropriate to use to model check the linear properties of the model. Moreover, the experiments show that both constructions are faster in all cases while providing, in general, smaller graphs than other fellow approaches [15] [7] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the syntax and the formal semantics of the IT P N model. Then, in Section 3 we introduce formally our approach. In Section 4 we define a new construction of an abstraction of the state space of an IT P N . In Section 5 we give some experimental results that compare the performances of our algorithms with those of other approaches.
Time Petri Net with Inhibitor Arcs
Time Petri nets with inhibitor arcs (IT P N ) [15] extend time Petri nets [9] with Stopwatch inhibitor arcs. Formally, an IT P N is defined as follows: Definition 1. An ITPN is given by the tuple (P, T, B, F, M 0 , I, IH) where: P and T are respectively two nonempty sets of places and transitions; B is the backward function
0 is the initial marking mapping M 0 : P −→ N ; I is the delay mapping I : T −→ Q + × Q + ∪ {∞} , where Q + is set of non negative rational. We write I(t) = [tmin(t), tmax(t)] such that 0 ≤ tmin(t) ≤ tmax(t) ; IH : P × T −→ N is the inhibitor arc function; there is an inhibitor arc connecting the place p to the transition t, if IH(p, t) = 0. Figure 1 , already presented in [15] . Therein, the inhibitor arc is the arc ended by a circle that connects the place p 7 to the transition t 3 . Initially, the place p 3 is marked but not the place p 7 ; hence t 3 is enabled but not inhibited. Therefore, t 3 is progressing, as t 4 which is also enabled for the initial marking. However, the firing of the transition t 4 consumes the token in the place p 4 and produces a new one in p 2 and another one in p 7 . Therefore, the inhibitor arc connected to t 3 is activated and hence the clock of t 3 is suspended (t 3 is thus inhibited); this time suspension lasts as long as p 7 remains marked. For more details, the formal semantics of the IT P N model is introduced in the next section.
Let RT := (P, T, B, F, M 0 , I, IH) be an ITPN.
-We call a marking the mapping, noted M, which associates with each place a number of tokens: M : P → N.
-A transition t is said to be enabled for the marking M, if ∀p ∈ P, B(p, t) ≤ M (p); the number of tokens in each input place of t is greater or equal to the valuation of the arc connecting this place to the transition t. Thereafter, we denote by T e(M ) the set of transitions enabled for the marking M .
-A transition t is said to be inhibited for a marking M, if it is enabled and if there exists an inhibitor arc connected to t, such that the marking satisfies its valuation (t ∈ T e(M )) ∧ ∃p ∈ P, 0 < IH(p, t) ≤ M (p). We denote by T i(M ) the set of transitions that are inhibited for the marking M .
-A transition t is said to be activated for a marking M, if it is enabled and not inhibited, (t ∈ T e(M ))∧ (t / ∈ T i(M )); we denote by T a(M ) the set of transitions that are activated for the marking M .
-Let M be a marking ; two transitions t i and t j enabled for M are said to be conflicting for M , if ∃p ∈ P, B(p, t i ) + B(p, t j ) > M (p).
-We note Conf (M ) the relation built on T e(M ) 2 such that (t 1 , t 2 ) ∈ Conf (M ), iff t 1 and t 2 are in conflict for the marking M .
For instance, let us consider again the IT P N of Figure 1 ; its initial marking is equal to M 0 : {p 1 , p 3 , p 4 } → 1; {p 2 , p 5 , p 6 , p 7 } → 0; the sets of enabled, inhibited, and activated transitions for M 0 are respectively T e(
Remark 1. We assume in the sequel a monoserver semantics, which means that for a given marking a transition can be enabled at most once .
We define the semantics of an ITPN as follows:
Definition 2. The semantics of an IT P N is defined as a LTS (labeled transition system), ST = (Γ, e 0 , →), such that:
• Γ is the set of reachable states: Each state, noted e, pertaining to Γ is a pair (M, V ) where M is a marking and V is a valuation function that associates with each enabled transition t of T e(M ) a time interval that gives the range of relative times within which t can be fired. Formally we have :
• →∈ Γ × (T × Q + ) × Γ is a transition relation, such that
{y(t)} .
and we have:
-where N ew(M ↑ ) denotes the set of transitions newly enabled for the marking M ↑ . These transitions are those enabled forM ↑ and not for M , or those enabled for M ↑ and M but are conflicting with t f for the marking M . Otherwise, an enabled transition which does not belong to N ew(M ↑ ) is said to be persistent.
If t is an enabled transition for a state e, we note t the clock associated with t that takes its values in Q + . t measures the residual time of the transition t relatively to the instant where the state e is reached. The time progresses only for activated transitions, whereas it is suspended for inhibited transitions. Therefore, a transition t f can be fired at relative time t f from a reachable state e, if (i) t f is activated for the marking M , and if (ii) the time can progress within the firing interval of t f while satisfying the time constraints of other activated transitions. After firing t f the reachable state, noted e ↑ , is obtained:
• by consuming a number of tokens in each input place p of t f (given by the value B(p, t f )), and by producing a number of tokens in each output place p of t f (given by the value F (p, t f ));
• by shifting the interval of a persistent activated transition with the value of the firing time of t f . However, the intervals of persistent inhibited transitions remain unchanged. Finally, newly enabled transitions are assigned their static firing intervals.
Similarly as for T P N, the behavior of an IT P N can be defined as a timed sequence of pairs (t f , δ), where t f is a transition of the net and δ ∈ Q + . Therefore, the timed sequence S * = ((t towards M . As the set of time values is assumed to be dense, the model ST is infinite. In order to analyze this model, we need to compute an abstraction of it that saves the most interesting properties. The symbolic graph construction [12] preserves the untimed sequences of ST, and makes it possible to compute a finite graph in almost all cases. However, this contraction might be infinite too when the number of reachable markings is unbounded. As this last property is undecidable for IT P N [15] , there is no guarantee to compute a finite graph. We show hereafter how to compute the state class graph of the IT P N that preserves the linear properties of the model. In the sequel, we refer to − → D as the tightest DBM system that over-approximates the system D. More formally, a class is defined as follows:
0 , →) be the LTS associated with an IT P N . A class of states of an IT P N , noted E, is the set of all the states pertaining to Γ that are reachable after firing the same untimed sequence S = (t 1 f , .., t n f ) from the initial state e 0 . A class E is defined by (M, D), where M is the marking reachable after firing S, and D is the firing space encoded as a set of inequalities. For T e(M ) = {t 1 , .., t s }, we have :
We denote by the element {•} the instant at which the class E is reached. Therefore, the value of the clock t i expresses the time relative to the instant •, at which the transition t i can be fired. To each valuation ψ satisfying the system D, corresponds a unique state e = (M, V ) reachable in ST after firing the sequence S.
In case of a TPN , the system D is reduced to the subsystem − → D . The inequalities of the latter have a particular form, called DBM (Difference Bound Matrix ) [8] . The coefficients, d •i , d i• and d ij are respectively, the minimum residual time to fire the transition t i , the maximum residual time to fire the transition t i , and the maximal firing distance of the transition t i relatively to t j . It should be noticed that the value of d •i and d i• are always positive or null, whereas the value of d ij can be negative, thus denoting that there exists no state e reachable in E, such that t i can be firable from e.
For a T P N , the firing space of a class can be always encoded as a DBM system. This form makes it possible to apply an efficient algorithm to compute the reachable class from a class E. The overall complexity of this algorithm is O(m 3 ), where m is the number of enabled transitions in E. However, for a T P N augmented with stopwatches, the state space of a class may require polyhedra to be encoded, manipulation of which induces an exponential complexity in the worst case. The exact state class graph of an IT P N is computed by enumerating and exploring all the classes reachable from the initial class E 0 . However, as the number of reachable classes may be unbounded, the termination of the algorithm is undecidable. Formally, the exact state class graph of an IT P N can be defined as follows [5] : Definition 4. The exact state class graph of an IT P N , denoted by GR, is the tuple (CE, E 0 , −→) where:
• CE is the set of classes reachable in GR;
• −→ is the transition relation between classes defined on
a) t f is activated and the system D augmented with the firing constraints of t f that we write
c) The system D ↑ is computed from D, as follows:
1. 
The last definition shows how the exact state class graph of an IT P N is built. Being given a class E = (M, D) and a transition t f activated for M , the computation of a class
reachable from E by firing t f consists in computing the reachable marking M ↑ and the firing space induced by the new system D ↑ . The class E can fire the transition t f , if there exists a valuation that satisfies D (a state of E), such that t f can be fired before all the other activated transitions. The firing of t f produces a new class
which gathers all the states reachable from those of E. The system D ↑ that encodes the space of E ↑ is computed from the system D augmented with the firing constraints of t f . The substitution of variables relative to activated transitions allows shifting the time origin to the instant at which the new class E ↑ is reached. Then, a new system is computed wherein the variables of transitions disabled following the firing of t f are removed. Finally, the time constraints relative to newly enabled transitions are added.
The complexity of the firing test and the step 2 of the algorithm, depends on the form of the system D. If D includes polyhedral constraints, then the complexity of the algorithm is exponential, otherwise it is polynomial. The initial system D 0 is always in DBM form, and polyhedral constraints may appear in reachable classes only when inhibited and activated transitions are both persistently enabled in a firing sequence [7] .
Knowing how to compute the successors of a class, the state class graph computation is based on a depth-first or breadth-first strategy. Then the state class graph is given as the quotient of GR by a suitable equivalence relation. This equivalence relation may be equality: two classes (M, D) and (M, D ′ ) given in their minimal form are equal if D = D ′ , or inclusion; in other terms, if ⌉D⌈ denotes the set of solutions for the system D, then we have : ⌉D⌈ ⊆ ⌉D ′ ⌈ . It should be noticed that the equality preserves mainly the untimed language of the model, whereas the inclusion preserves the set of reachable markings. In order to speed up the class' equivalence test, the reachable systems are computed in their minimal form; this implies that all redundant inequalities are removed. Moreover, it is proved, as for DBM systems [4] , that the minimal form of a polyhedral system is unique [1] . This property is very important as it permits to detect equivalent classes by comparing their minimal form.
The algorithm given in Definition 4 can be applied to a T P N with the particularity that the system D is always encoded in DBM s. Besides, Berthomieu et al proved that the number of equivalent DBM systems computed for a T P N is finite [3] . This implies that the resulted graph is necessarily finite, if the number of reachable markings is bounded.
For T P N augmented with stopwatches, the DBM over-approximation technique has been proposed as an alternative solution to analyze preemptive real time systems [15] [7] . This approach consists in cutting off the inequalities of the subsystem D when they are generated in D. It thereby keeps only those of the subsystem − → D to represent an over-approximation of the space of D. This solution makes it possible to build an approximated graph with lesser expenses in terms of computation time and memory usage. In addition, the DBM over-approximation ensures that the number of computed DBM systems is always finite, whereas that of polyhedral systems may be infinite. Therefore, we can compute a finite approximated graph when the computation of the exact graph does not terminate. However, the DBM over-approximation may compute an infinity of unreachable markings while the exact construction is indeed bounded. For a better understanding of how this technique works, we apply the state class graph method to the IT P N example of Figure 1 .
be the class reachable in the exact graph after firing the sequence S = (t 4 , t 1 , t 5 ) from the initial class
We notice that the transition t 6 is not firable from E ′ since t 2 or t 3 should be fired before. Put in other way, the firing of t 6 requires that the system D ′ ∧ (t 6 ≤ t 3 )∧(t 6 ≤ t 2 ) admits at least one solution; we should check whether (t 2 = t 3 = t 6 = 4) ∧ (t 2 + t 3 ≤ 6) holds, or not. As this last inequality is not satisfied, therefore t 6 cannot fire. The system D ′ contains a polyhedral constraint that cannot be reduced to a DBM . The DBM over-approximation consists in cutting off the polyhedron 1 ≤ t 2 + t 3 ≤ 6 to leave only DBM constraints to represent the state space of E ′ . However, by doing this, t 6 becomes firable since t 6 = 4 holds. Therefore, the
In other words, we add new states in the class E ′ that are not reachable indeed. Nevertheless, this construction makes it possible to preserve a subset of properties.
The computation of the tightest DBM over-approximation of a class E can be obtained by applying different algorithms [15] [7] . To reduce the memory usage and to ease the equivalence test, the previous algorithms compute the DBM system of each class in its minimal form. These approaches proceed first to compute the polyhedra, then eliminate the non DBM constraints while normalizing the remaining ones. Then the process terminates by computing the final system in its minimal form.
However, the implementation of the algorithm defined [15] in ROMEO [17] has revealed a loss in the precision of the DBM approximation. This is due to some improvements in the computation of normalized systems. On the other side, the computation of the graphs in ORIS [16] (which implements the approach defined [7] ), reports very slow times although the resulted graphs are correct.
We show in the sequel that by maintaining all the DBM constraints, even the redundant ones, we succeed to compute the tightest DBM approximated class in o(m 2 ). In concrete terms, we show that by avoiding to calculate the minimal form, we succeed to define an algorithm that computes straightforwardly a normalized DBM system. We thereby eliminate the computation and the manipulation of the intermediary polyhedra that stand in the other algorithms. Moreover, we improve greatly the implementation of the graph construction and remove the bugs reported in ROM EO.
Formally, a DBM over-approximated class of an IT P N can be defined as follows:
Definition 5. (Approximated Class). A DBM over-approximated class of an IT P N , noted E, is the pair (M, D) such that : M is a marking and D is the full system of all DBM normalized inequalities, involving all variables of transitions enabled for M :
such that each inequality is in the normal form:
The space of a DBM over-approximated class is encoded by the system D. Besides, we assume that the system D is given in its normal form. As for the minimal form 3 , it is proved that this form is unique for a DBM system [7] ; all equivalent systems have the same normal form.
In the sequel, we encode the system D as a square matrix where each line and corresponding column, are indexed by an element of T e(M ) ∪ {•} . In concrete terms, we have:
•] := 0. These matrix notations are used to represent the coefficients of the system D. For example, the matrix shown in Table 1 encodes the system D 0 = D 0 associated with the initial class of the exact graph of the ITPN of Figure 1 . It is noteworthy that the approximated class E 0 = (M 0 , D 0 ) is in the normal form, and represents an exact over-approximation of the initial class E 0 = (M 0 , D 0 ) of the graph GR. The minimal form of the system D 0 is given by: Taking on the previous definition, if E = (M, D) is a class reachable in GR, then the class E = (M, D) is an over-approximation of E, if the space of states of E is included in that of E, and we have: ⌉D⌈ ⊆ D . Hence, by substituting E for E in the graph GR, it results that the class E may derive additional sequences that are not firable from E in GR. We thereby obtain an over-approximation of the graph GR, that we build as defined next:
Definition 6. The graph of DBM over-approximated classes of an IT P N , denoted by GR, is the tuple ( CE, E 0 , ), such that :
• CE is the set of approximated classes reachable in GR ;
∈ CE is the initial class, such that:
• is a transition relation between approximated classes defined on
-The coefficients of the DBM inequalities of the system D ↑ are computed from those of D by applying the following algorithm:
If t is newly enabled.
If t 1 or t 2 are newly enabled.
If t 1 and t 2 are persistent.
If t is an activated transition, then β[t] denotes the minimal time distance between its firing time and any other firable transition. Further, β[•] represents the maximal dwelling time in the class E. Therefore, an activated transition t f is not firable from E, if β[t f ] < 0. In other words, it does not exist any state reachable in E such that the valuation of the clock associated with t f can overtake the minimal bound tmin(t f ). For a better understanding, the Figure 2 .a. depicts the computation of the coefficients
Moreover, we notice that the maximal residual time of an inhibited transition t h can decrease after firing t f . Besides, the minimal residual time of t h can increase. To clarify this point, let us consider the IT P N of Figure 1 . Initially t 3 is activated with D[t 3 , •] = −2, and the model can fire the transition t 4 between [0, 2]. After this firing, the place p 7 becomes marked, and t 3 is inhibited for the first time; we have D[t 3 , •] = 0. Then, to fire the newly enabled transition t 2 , it needs to let time progress at least with tmin(t 2 ) = 2, while the absolute time must not surpass tmax(t 1 ) = 3. This last constraint restricts the state space of the class reachable after firing t 2 only to states that have fire initially t 4 during [0, 1]. As a result, the minimal residual time of t 3 increases after the firing of t 2 (see Figure 2 .b)
In other respects, the firing distance D[t a , t h ] between an activated transition t a and an inhibited transition t h can only increase after firing t f , with the maximal dwelling time 4 in E. Also, the distance D[t h , t a ] can only decrease after firing t f with the the minimal dwelling time 5 in E. It is noteworthy that if E is an over-approximation of the exact class E, then all the transitions firable from E are also firable from E. However, a transition which is not firable from E can, on the other hand, be firable 6 from E. Actually, as the class E contains all the states of E, we can find at least one state e of E non reachable in E, such that e can fire t f . We prove hereafter that the algorithm given in Definition 6 computes in all cases the tightest DBM over-approximation of the exact graph defined in Definition 4.
is the tightest DBM overapproximation that we can compute from the graph GR = (CE, (M 0 , D 0 ), −→).
Proof.
We should prove that:
The clause (1) holds since the system D 0 is in DBM ; we have by definition :
Let us prove now the clause (2) . For this effect, we write:
t f the transition to fire, t h an inhibited transition of T i(M ), and t a an activated transition of T a(M ) − {t f }. The system D stands as D = − → D ∧ D, and wherein we suppose that the system − → D is the full system of all DBM normalized inequalities, given as follows:
C2 :
Besides, D is the tightest DBM over-approximation of D; hence the next property holds (P ) :
Let us consider now the firing of the transition t f from E to reach the class
The calculation of the system D ↑ is performed by application of the algorithm given in Definition 4. We extend D to the firing constraints of t f , C 7 : ∀t a t a -t f ≥ 0.
Therefore, if t f is firable from E, then the system ⌉D ∧ C 7 ⌈ = ∅, and we have the coefficients − → D [t f , t a ] ≥ 0 and by using the property (P ), we deduce that D[t f , t a ] ≥ 0, hence β[t f ] ≥ 0. Consequently, t f is also firable from the class E. However, it remains to prove that
The computation of the system D ↑ is performed by replacing each variable t a associated with an activated transition t a ∈ T a(M ) − {t f } by t ′ a + t f . To ease the sketch of the proof, we suppose that all transitions of T i(M ↑ ) ∪ T a(M ↑ ) − {t f } are persistent after firing t f . Further, we limit the proof to the manipulation of DBM constraints, since we aim at computing the tightest DBM over-approximation that can be derived from D subsequently to the firing of t f . It should be noticed that the manipulation of the constraints D produces only new polyhedral constraints that cannot be reduced to DBM s [7] . So, after substitution, the constraints of the subsystem − → D ∧ C 7 are as follows:
By operating an intersection of the constraints C ′ 7 and C ′ 2 , we obtain the system:
Then by intersection and using the property − → D [t a , t a ] = 0, the constraints of C 12 ,C 6 C ′ 4 change into C ′ 6 and C " 4 ; we obtain:
We write:
Then by using C 8 and C " 4 , we obtain:
We put can be removed as they are redundant. Therefore, the new system D ↑ is given by the constraints C On the other hand, in presence of inhibited transitions, we need to operate additional manipulations on constraints C 1 , C ; we obtain respectively the new constraints C ′ 5 , C 9 and C 10 :
with ∀x ∈ T e(M ) ∪ {•} ,
Then by intersection of the constraints of C 9 with those of C ′ 6 , we obtain the constraints C " 9 :
By using the constraints of C " 9 ,C ′ 5 and C 1 we obtain:
To achieve the proof, we proceed to the intersection of the constraints of C 10 with those of C ′ 1 and C " 4 ; we obtain the constraints C ′ 10 :
The remaining manipulations allow to eliminate the transition t f , thereby producing only polyhedral constraints that cannot fit into DBM s. These manipulations consists in the intersection of the constraints wherein the variable t f occurs: What is more, by assuming the formulae given previously, we prove that if D is in its normal form then the system D ↑ is also in normal form. Put in other way, as the initial class is in normal form, this guarantees, on a hand, that the DBM over-approximation is the tightest that we can compute from D subsequently to the firing of t f . On the other hand, this implies also that the number of DBM that the algorithm can compute is finite, since all reachable approximated classes of the graph are in normal form [7] .
Furthermore, the last algorithm should be provided with class equivalence conditions, in order to put an end to the enumeration process when the net is bounded. These conditions are based generally on the equality of markings and systems, as defined next:
, reachable in GR satisfying the following conditions, are equivalent, and we write E = E ′ :
It should be noticed that the finiteness of the exact state class graph is undecidable even for bounded nets [5] . However, the graph obtained by DBM overapproximation is ensured to be finite when the net is bounded. This makes it possible to compute a finite DBM over-approximation when the exact one does not terminate. The approaches defined in [7] [15] admit also that the DBM overapproximation that they compute, are the tightest possible. Nevertheless, these techniques have an additional cost comparatively to our algorithm. Concretely, these approaches proceed first to compute the polyhedra in its normal form (whose representation in memory and manipulation are costly), before removing the non DBM constraints and normalizing the DBM s. Then the process ends by computing the minimal form of the final DBM system. The normalization and the minimization induce a non neglectable computation effort. This affects the performances of the implementation of the DBM over-approximation.
Furthermore, the implementation in ROMEO [17] of the approach defined in [15] does not compute the tightest DBM over-approximation in much of the cases. In actual fact, ROMEO computes, first, the system D in its minimal form, to apply then the normalization to the set of DBM constraints. This makes it impossible to improve the performances of the tool but at the expenses of the precision of the DBM over-approximation. To highlight this point, let us consider the example of Figure 3 already introduced in [7] . This example models three independent tasks that are conflicting for a common resource (CPU): Two periodic tasks 1 and 3 (of period 50 and 150 time units), and one sporadic task with a minimum and maximum inter-arrival times of [100, 150]. The task 1 (modeled by the transitions t 1 and t 4 ), has a higher priority than that of two other tasks, and the sporadic task has a higher priority than that of the third task. The priorities are modeled by using inhibitor arcs.
So, starting from the initial class, the firing of the sequence (t 4 , t 5 , t 1 , t 4 , t 6 , t 1 , t 2 , t 4 , t 5 , t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 6 , t 1 , t 2 , t 4 , t 5 , t 1 , t 4 , t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 6 , t 2 , t 5, t 1, t 4, t 1 , t 4, t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 2 ) yields the classes E , E " and E by using respectively, the algorithm introduced in this paper, the DBM over-approximation implemented in the tool ROM EO and finally the exact approach based on polyhedral representation [13] implemented also in ROM EO. 
We notice at this stage that all the resulted classes induce the same firing space whatever the approach we use. In the obtained classes, only the transition t 6 is inhibited and its maximal residual time is evaluated to 28. Now, let us consider the firing of the transition t 1 from the previous classes to reach respectively the classes E 1 , E "1 and E
1 . 
At this stage, the persistence of the inhibited transition t 6 induces polyhedral constraints that are non redundant, as represented in the system D 1 . Therefore, the DBM restriction induces an over-approximation of the exact class E 1 . However, we notice that the implementation of our algorithm computes a tighter overapproximation. Concretely, the maximal residual time of the inhibited transition t 6 has decreased to 18. This value is exactly approximated by our algorithm, while it stands at 28 by using ROM EO. If we look to the system D 1 given in its minimal form, we notice that this time distance is worked out from the constraints 0 ≤ t 5 and t 5 + t 6 ≤ 18. This latter which is of a polyhedral form is removed, as well as the constraint t 2 + t 6 ≤ 148, to determine the system D " 1 . The normalization is then applied to the set of DBM constraints, whereas it should be done before removing the polyhedral constraints. By proceeding in this way, the DBM overapproximation implemented in ROM EO improves the complexity of the approach defined in [15] , but at the expenses of the precision of the over-approximation.
Let us take a look at Figure 4 to explain why the residual time of the transition t 6 has decreased during its inhibition. This figure depicts the temporal scenario of the firing sequence (t 3 , t 4 , t 2 , t 1 ) leading to the class E 1 .
From the class enabling t 1 for the first time, the transition t 3 is fired without any delay. Subsequently, the newly enabled transition t 6 is inhibited, and we have The loss of precision reported in the DBM over-approximation implemented in the tool ROM EO can have an impact on the firability of yet persistent transitions. To illustrate this point, let us consider, for instance, the firing of the sequence (t 4 , t 5 ) from the classes E 1 , E "1 and E 1 , leading respectively to the classes E 2 , E "2 and E 2 . 
We notice that the transition t 1 is firable from the approximated class E "2 , while it is not from the exact class E 2 (since t 6 − t 1 ≤ -12), as well as when using our algorithm (since D 2 [t 1 , t 6 ] = −10 < 0). This ensures that our construction yields a less coarse over-approximation than that implemented in ROM EO.
Comparatively to the implementation of the approach of [7] in ORIS tool [16] , the resulted DBM systems are equivalent to the ones computed by our algorithm. Actually, the implemented algorithm in ORIS proceeds by normalizing the precomputed systems before removing the non DBM constraints. However, by proceeding in this way the durations needed to compute the graphs are higher as we will see in section 5 when reporting the simulation results. Moreover, although the graphs computed by ORIS are different, they are bisimilar to those computed by our algorithm. Actually, a class is expressed in ORIS as a tuple (M, D, N ew) where N ew is a boolean function which indicates whether each transition enabled in the class is persistent or not. As the equivalence test implemented in ORIS is based on the equality of all the three parameters 7 , this construction therefore yields coarser graphs.
In respect to the approach defined in [5] , the latter proceeds by quantization, to over-approximate the exact polyhedra by another one. This approach is configurable, namely the precision of the approximation (grid), can be fixed before the graph computation. When using the thinnest grid, this approach succeeds to compute the exact graph in almost all cases but with the highest cost in terms of computation time and memory usage. However, as this technique still manipulates general polyhedra, it undergoes a higher computation complexity comparatively to DBM over approximation.
To sum up, the exact computation as well as the K-grid approximation of the graph of the net of Figure 3 yield 320 classes. On the other hand, the DBM over-approximation computed by ROM EO contains 403 classes and that by using ORIS produces 429 classes. The implementation of the construction defined in this paper produces a more precise and compact graph of 394 classes.
We explore in the next section how to improve the construction of the DBM over-approximation. This is achieved by reducing still more its size and the effort of its computation, but however while relaxing a little bit in the precision of the over-approximation.
Efficient construction of a DBM over-approximation
We have proposed in the last section an efficient algorithm to compute the tightest DBM over-approximation of an IT P N . We have shown that the firing interval
of a persistent inhibited transition may narrow along a firing sequence. However, in almost all cases this interval remains unchanged. Therefore, we propose in the sequel to relax a little bit the DBM constraints so that to compute more compact graphs while reducing their computation effort. However, as this new abstraction is not as precise as that defined in Definition 6, it may therefore contain additional sequences. On the other hand, it makes it possible to compute in many cases, with lesser expenses, more compact graphs that are indeed bisimilar to GR and GR. Formally, this construction is defined as follows:
Definition 8. The contracted DBM over-approximation graph of an IT P N , denoted by GRC, is the tuple ( CEC, E 0 c , ֒→), such that :
• CEC is the set of DBM over-approximated classes reachable in GRC ;
• ֒→ is a transition relation between DBM over-approximated classes defined
-The coefficients of the DBM inequalities of the system D ↑ c are computed from those of D c by applying the following algorithm:
Compared to the construction introduced in Definition 6, the last algorithm relaxes the constraints of persistent inhibited transitions. The firing interval of the latter is assumed unchanging, while the dwelling time in the class E c is neglected when computing the firing distance between a persistent inhibited transition and a persistent activated transition. However, although this construction relaxes the constraints of each class of GR, we need to prove formally that it computes in all cases an over-approximation of GR, and hence of GR.
Proof. The proof is conducted in the same way as for the proof of T heorem.1.
First of all, we notice that
. Then by performing the same manipulations on the system − → D we determine the system:
Then the constraints of the system D which defines an over-approximation of the system − →
We show in the sequel how the construction of the graph GRC, as defined in Definition 8, can be improved still more by reducing as well as its size as the effort of its computation. For this effect, we explore hereafter an equivalence relation that is less restrictive than the equality which we prove to be a bisimulation. This means that the graphs resulted by using this bisimulation induces the same firing sequences as when using the equality.
We first give clues about the concepts used in this bisimulation, then we define it formally: •] for t ∈ T a(M ). Therefore, as the latter coefficients are not involved in the firing tests, we need not to compare them when performing the class' equivalence test. This property makes it possible to gather classes that are not equal in the graph GRC but which enjoy indeed the same firing sequences.
2. Let us explore now other firing distances that are useless for the enumeration process. In order to investigate this point, first we need to introduce the following notation:
• A transition t i is said to be inhibiting t j , if ∃p ∈ P, 0 < IH(p, t i ) ≤ B(p, t j ). This means that if the transition t j is enabled for a given marking, then t j cannot be activated for this marking. We denote hereafter by Inhib the relation defined on T 2 , such that (t i , t j ) ∈ Inhib, if t j is inhibiting t i . Note that the relation Inhib is not symmetric; however if (t i , t j ) and (t j , t i ) ∈ Inhib, then this means that t i and t j are always inhibited when they are enabled together.
Let us consider two transitions that cannot be activated for a same marking (namely, t ′ is inhibiting t). When building the graph GRC, it seems obvious that the time constraints of the transition t have no impact on the firing of t ′ , and conversely. Therefore, the distances D c [t ′ , t] and D c [t, t ′ ] are useless since they are not required in the firing test since t and t ′ cannot be activated together. Moreover, we need not even to compute these distances and to compare them when performing the equivalence test.
3. We explore now whether some distances can be left out when dealing with conflicting transitions. Before discussing this point, we need to introduce the following notations:
• We note AT the set of transitions of T that are not connected to any inhibitor arc: t ∈ AT, if ∄p ∈ P, IH(p, t) = 0.
• Two transitions t i and t j are said to be twin, if ∀p ∈ P, IH(p, t i ) = IH(p, t j ). This means that if two transitions are enabled for a given marking, then they are both either inhibited or activated for this marking. We denote hereafter by T win the relation defined on T 2 , such that (t i ,t j ) ∈ T win, if t i and t j are twin. Note that AT 2 ⊆ T win and we have if (t i ,t j ) ∈ T win, then (t j ,t i ) ∈ T win.
In [6] the authors proposed to contract the state class graph of a T P N . They proved that the firing distances between two conflicting transitions are useless when their values stand positive. Furthermore, they show that it is not required to re-compute these distances in reachable classes as long as the conflicting transitions are not disabled ahead in the firing sequence. In actual fact, within the context of T P N , if we have D c [t, t ′ ] ≥ 0, then the transition t ′ has no impact on the firing of t as long as both remain persistent. However, if t is fired, then t ′ is disabled afterwards.
For an IT P N , the enforcement of this property may be inconsistent when dealing with conflicting transitions that are likely to be inhibited ahead in the firing sequence. For such transitions, the problem occurs, for instance, when we have two conflicting transitions t ′ and t activated for two different classes E c and E ′ c such that
If we consider these two classes as equivalent, they might not be bisimilar indeed. To be concrete, let us assume that a sequence is fired from both E c and E ′ c during which t is inhibited. Then t becomes activated in the reachable classes E . Therefore, at first glance, we should restrict the application of this property only to conflicting transitions of AT ; those which are not connected to any inhibitor arc. However, we show that under some assumptions the application of this property can be also extended to inhibited transitions. Actually, to validate this contraction as a bisimulation, we need to ensure that both transitions have been inhibited during the same periods of time. To guarantee that the last condition holds, we need only to assume that the conflicting transitions t ′ and t are twin .
To illustrate this bisimulation, let us consider the IT P N of F igure 5.a where we have Inhib = {(t 4 , t 3 ), (t 5 , t 3 )}. According to the previous discussion, the distances ] are positive, we need not to re-compute their values as long as the related transitions remain persistent. Furthermore, as the firing of t 1 (resp, t 4 ), disables t 2 (resp, t 5 ), and conversely, we need not too to consider these distances for the equivalence test.
The exact construction GR, the tightest DBM over-approximation GR and the abstraction GRC produce all the same graph shown in F igure 5.b. However, the 6   T3   7   T2  T1   8   T4   9   T5   10   T4   T5   T2   T5   T2   T1   T1  T4   3   T6  T6   5   T5   T4   T6  4   T3   T3   2   0   T2   T1   1   T3   6   T2   T1   T3   2   T2   T1   T5   T4   3   T5  T4   7   T6   5   T5   T4 application of the last properties makes it possible to contract further the graph GRC, as depicted in F igure 5.c. Although it is smaller, the resulted graph still remains bisimilar to the former, as it allows gathering classes that derive from the same firing sequences 8 . For instance, firing t 1 (resp, t 2 ), in GRC from the initial class E 0 c leads to the class 9 E 1 c (resp, E 6 c ). In actual fact, the distances 
More formally, we introduce this contraction as an equivalence relation, defined as given next: Definition 9. Let ≃ be a relation over state classes of the graph GRC, defined by:
where sg(v) is a function which gives the sign of the value v, sg : Q ∪ {∞} −→ {≥ 0 , < 0 } such that ≥ 0 (resp, < 0 ), denotes "positive or null" (resp, strictly negative).
In concrete terms, two classes (M, D c ) and (M ′ , D ′ c ) are in the relation ≃, iff: (i) they enjoy the same marking; (ii) the maximum and the minimum residual times of any inhibited transition must be equal in both classes; (iii) for any pair of conflicting twin enabled transitions, the firing distances involving both transitions in both classes hold the same sign, and these distances must be equal in both classes only when they are negative; (iv) For all other pairs of enabled transitions that are not in the relation Inhib, the firing distance involving both transitions must be equal. Let us prove now that the relation ≃ is a bisimulation over the classes of the graph GRC.
Theorem 3. The relation ≃ is a bisimulation over the graph GRC.
Proof. We should prove that if ( E c , E ′ c ) satisfies the hypotheses of Definition 9, then we have:
1 : If an activated transition t f can fire from E c , then t f can fire from E ′ c too. 1. Let us assume that the transition t f is firable from E c = (M, D c ). As E c and E ′ c are in the relation ≃, then the hypotheses of Definition 9 are satisfied. Basing on the firing condition, we need to prove that (A1):
As t f and t ′ are both activated, then (t f , t ′ ), (t ′ , t f ) / ∈ Inhib. Hence, from hypotheses (iii) and (iv) of Definition 9 we determine the property (A1); t f is firable from E ′ .
2. We have to prove that the hypotheses of Definition 9 are satisfied for (
with its computation formula according to the status of t, as given in
, then we should consider whether t is inhibited for M or not.
• If t / ∈ T i(M ), then we need to prove that
. This last property holds since (t f , t) / ∈ T win ∩ Conf (M ), otherwise t should be disabled after firing t f . Furthermore, (t f , t) / ∈ Inhib otherwise t f should be inhibited for M . Also (t, t f ) / ∈ Inhib, otherwise t should be inhibited for M . to carry out the equivalence test. Therefore, despite the loss of precision in the over-approximation (which may induce additional sequences in the graph GRC), this construction still computes a much compact graph than all other approaches. Consequently, the abstraction over the classes of the graph GRC is the quotient graph of GRC w.r.t the relation ≃. It preserves, markings and both firing sequences while it is, in general, smaller. The GRC may be more appropriate than GR to check over linear properties of the model, especially when the number of additional sequences that have been added due to constraint relaxation is limited. However, when the graph GRC provides a too coarse over-approximation, it may yield a larger graph than GR; the additional sequences are too numerous to be wrapped by the contraction. Indeed, the construction of GRC is more convenient to build when many inhibiting and conflicting transitions are reported in the net, otherwise the construction of GR should be considered. In other respects, it should be noticed that all the sequences firable in GR are preserved in GR and hence in the GRC.
Experimental results
We have implemented the algorithm using C + + builder language on a Windows workstation. The graph construction is based on breadth-first graph generation search strategy. The experiments have been performed on a Pentium V with a processor speed of 2, 7 GHZ and 1, 9 GB of memory capacity. The different tests have been carried out by using different tools: TINA tool[18], ROMEO tool [17] , ORIS tool [16] and our tool named IT P N T .
The performances of the experiments are assessed by considering three parameters, the number of classes, the number of edges, and finally in terms of computation times. It is noteworthy that ROMEO and ORIS tool do not bring out some parameters; we denote that by the notation NA (Not Available). Also, we denote by NF (Not Finished ) the tests that had led to memory overflows or to a big time computation; more than 5 minutes.
Through the first experiments we have checked whether the TPN graph con- Figure 6 : T P N used in the experiments. struction by using our algorithm is conforming with that of other tools. For this effect, we have considered the combination of the TPN shown in Figure 6 . First, we started by testing the net Proc1, then by combining it with Proc2, and so on. The results of these experiments are reported in Table 2 . The latter shows that when assuming the equality as equivalence relation, the computed graphs are identical whatever the tool we use. However, as the expression of a class is extended to the parameter N EW in ORIS, the graphs computed by using this tool are coarser.
In the second series of tests, we aim at comparing the graph constructions defined in this paper with other fellow approaches. First of all, we have considered the IT P N given in Figure 3 while varying the intervals of transitions t 2 ,t 3 and t 6 . The results of the tests are given in Table 3 . We notice that for all the tests performed, our algorithms outperform the other tools in terms of computation time. Indeed, the optimization in the computation of DBM systems makes it possible to speed up the construction of ours graph, faster than in the other tools. Comparing to ORIS (which is assumed to compute the tightest DBM over-approximation as in IT P N T ), the computation times are reduced approximatively by 30. Concerning the tool ROM EO, besides that the computed graphs are less precise than ours, it seems also that the times needed for that are slower, even though they are not revealed. Moreover, the exact construction of the graph GR needed high computation times to achieve (more than 1 minute in average), even failed in many cases as evidenced in the fourth test of T able.3. However, in some other cases (see the two final tests in T able.3), the exact construction succeeds to compute finite graphs whereas all DBM -over approximations techniques fail. This happens when the additional sequences (due to over-approximation), compute persistently new markings that stand unbounded in the graph. Comparing to T IN A which implements the K-grid based approximation, there are points in our favor and other against. As the results reported with T IN A are obtained with the highest level grid, this construction achieves to build the exact graphs in almost all cases sensibly faster than ROM EO. However, although ours graphs are more coarse, they needed less time to be built (approximatively 25 times less). In other respects, the construction of the abstraction GRC seems to be more appropriate than that of GR when dealing with smaller graphs (less than 10.000 nodes). Otherwise the additional sequences due to the precision loss in GRC overwhelms the benefits of the contraction. However, the contraction is supposed to be more important in presence of conflicting transitions as we will see in the next experiments.
In the last experiments, we intend to advocate the benefits of building GRC rather than GR when dealing with both conflicting and inhibiting transitions. For this effect, we have considered the IT P N given in Figure 7 while varying the intervals of transitions t 6 ,t 7 and t 8 ; the results of these experiments are reported in Table 4 .
All the experiments show that the graph computation times are in favor of our constructions, yet more when computing the abstraction GRC. Furthermore, in the first two experiments, the construction of the graph GR succeeds to build the exact graph, unlike the DBM over-approximations implemented in ROM EO.
On the other side, the construction of the abstraction GRC achieves to reduce significantly the size of the graphs as well as their computation effort. Moreover, this contraction has provided very compact graphs which are even smaller than those computed by the exact approach. However, this does not mean that the graphs GRC are more precise in the approximation than GR, but denote that many classes that stand unequal in GR and GR are bisimilar indeed. The application of the equivalency ≃ makes it possible to gather these bisimilar classes, and therefore to compact sensibly the graphs.
Furthermore, we notice that for the last four tests in T able.4, the exact computation of the graph as well as the K-grid approximation fail to build the graphs, unlike DBM over-approximation approaches. This happens when the number of different polyhedra computed in the exact graph is unbounded, while the number of DBM systems obtained by approximation is always bounded.
Conclusion
We have proposed in this paper an efficient algorithm to construct the tighter DBM over-approximation of the state class graph of preemptive systems modeled by using the IT P N model. Similarly as in [7] [15], our approach is based on overapproximating the polyhedron of each reachable class by relaxing its non DBM constraints. For this effect, we have proposed to shun the computation of the intermediary polyhedra, and have provided an algorithm that computes efficiently and straightforwardly the full DBM system in its normal form. We have thereby succeeded to remove the drawbacks due to the manipulation of the intermediary polyhedra, and improved significantly the graph construction by removing the cost of the normalization and the minimization of the DBM system. Then, in the second part of this work, we have proposed a new approach to compute an abstraction of the state space of an IT P N . For this effect, we showed that by relaxing a little bit in the precision of the DBM over-approximation, we can compute graphs that can be more appropriate, in certain cases, to model-check the linear properties of the IT P N . We have discussed how this construction can be improved yet more by leaving out all the distances that are useless for the class computation process. Hence, we have put forward an equivalence relation that makes it possible to contract sensibly the size of the graphs as well as to reduce the effort of their computation. Experimental results have been reported to advocate the benefits of both constructions.
